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Abstract:  The technological solutions, made available today, offer opportunities of great interest for the 

detection in the field of cultural heritage; instrumentation for the survey and advanced multimedia 

representations for archaeological, artistic and architectural objects . 

These processes have led, especially in recent years, researchers of different scientific disciplines to stody 

the matter, dissolving the problems and identifying possible solutions created by the growing need to create 

new relationships and new systems for the exchange of information, in addition to a technology that can 

overlay multiple data together. 

The project involves the construction of a web platform for the display of archaeological data emerged in 

pluri-stratificated contexts within historical cities. 

The case study presented is the Benedictine nunnery of Sant’Orsola, founded in 1309 and modified and 

enlarged over the centuries. The investigation of the church, carried out between 2011 and 2012, led to the 

identification of several building phases, whose chronology is assured by the finding of many artifacts, like 

pottery and coins. 

The project involved the creation of a container structured as a web site, in which we can place records 

collected and processed including sketches, photographs and 3-dimensional models. Furthermore, the study 

involves the creation of an app to use and navigate 3D models with smartphone and tablets. 
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The project idea and the target users 

The project wants to meet the needs of creating platforms of augmented reality that allow to visualize 

heterogeneous data related to the Cultural Heritage. This platform targets also the cultural technicians (not 

only computer scientists) and it will be easy to use for everybody. The data collected as case study for our 

research are related to the complex of Sant’Orsola placed in the heart of Florence.   

The target group therefore is represented by the “technicians of the cultural world” (researchers, 

archaeologists, restorers, etc.). They will be able to communicate through the platform in a visual, clear, 

simple and complete way by offering a visualization mobile application to their users.   

The users are represented by other “technicians of the cultural world” or persons interested in their discovery 

or study. For example, a museum may offer the APP to visitors to show where the archeological finds 

available in the showcase have been found during the excavation, this gives some additional information 

about the finds to visitors.  
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We have therefore different goals. The platform has to allow users to upload and update data, images, 

videos and texts in a simple way, everywhere and in real time. For example, users must have the possibility 

to directly take photos and upload them in situ in their project.  

The platform has to be easy to use and to permit an intuitive navigation in the area or object of study, it has 

to ensure the uploading of data and heterogeneous information and model, also from other software in a 

simply way. 

The benefits generated by the APP are an increasing comprehension by users of the available information 

thanks to the 3D contextualization (the accurate reconstruction of the object of the study) and the presence 

of other media data that facilitate the reception of the information. All data, media and details of the finds are 

stored in a database, allowing also the creation of an enormous quantity of data easily exchangeable among 

researchers of the field, if the owners of the studies will decide to share data.  

The core of the work presented in this paper is the recovery of the Church inside the complex of Sant’Orsola, 

situated in the historical center of Florence. This finding has been possible thanks to the studies and the 

analysis of the projects and of the assays made within the old convent.  In effect, the convent has changed 

throughout the history and it covered different functions.   

 

 
Fig. 1 – Aerial view of the entire complex of Sant’Orsola 

 

Founded in 1309 by the Benedictine nuns, in 1345 the convent has been transferred to the Franciscan 

sisters by Pope Eugenio IV. During the XVth and XVIth century, the monastery has been extended and new 

buildings have been built, as the drugstore and the nursing.  

In 1625 the Florentine merchant G. D'Ambra wanted to restore the church and to build up three new chapels; 

in 1808, after the Napoleonic domination, the monastery was suppressed and the structure was used as 

riding school. 

The Engineer Silvestri, in 1816, changed the monastery and turned it into a tobacco factory, and it remained 

so until 1945. After this period, the complex hosted the Istrian refugees and evacuees from war. 
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In 1966, after the flood of Florence, the complex of Sant’Orsola was used for people who had lost their 

homes. In 1970 Sant’Orsola became again a state property and it was used as barracks for the Italian 

finance police. Unfortunately, the works had not been completed and it remained an abandoned construction 

site. In 2007, the complex was transferred to the Province of Florence with the target of becoming a public 

interest site. 

The excavations in the west room of the complex have brought to light what was supposed to be the ancient 

church of the convent. During the excavations, five stages of development of the church have been 

discovered and many artifacts that have been found permitted to date the different phases of construction; 

some examples of these finds are: an altar of the late fourteenth century, some votive medals of the 

seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, buried pottery and tombs. 

 

 
Fig. 2 – Photographic images of the archaeological excavation 

 

 
Fig. 3 – Some archaeological finds: the funerary tomb in masonry dated 1662 and ceramics finds of the sixteenth century 

 

The difficulty that we immediately encountered has been to be able to represent the stratigraphy of the 

information gathered during the excavation stages. To overcome this problem it was decided to create an 

augmented reality application that could guarantee an interactive visualization of the collected information. 
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The first step has been to survey the archaeological excavation with a laser scanner Z + F Imager 5006h. 35 

scan positions, with scanning grid of 6.3 mm to 10 m, have produced a particular dense cloud of points of the 

final state of the archaeological investigations. So, the survey has produced a database of around 700 

million points. 

 

 
Fig. 4 – Screenshot of one scan position 

 

 
Fig. 5 – Point cloud of the archaeological excavation 

 

Then these data have been processed to create a polygonal model of the excavation. The final objective was 

to create a 3D model to be used with computer graphics software in an augmented reality application. To 

reach this goal, the data were processed by software that allow the conversion of the cloud points to a mesh 

surface. 

Given the complexity of the object to be rebuilt, the entire area has been divided into sections to facilitate the 

calculation of the surface generation and to create a simplified model of the executed relief. In this phase 

procedures have also been applied for the calculation of the normal map, enabling to generate texture to be 

applied to models with a low number of polygons to simulate the complexity of the real object. 
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Fig. 6 – 3D model of Sant’Orsola with POI symbols in the Unity3D environment 

 

The problems to be solved 

Considering the complexity of an archeological dig, our search is devoted to the study of a system able to 

represent interactively the multitude of the collected data.  

The first problem that has to be solved is the management of the media to be used. For a first prototype, we 

choose to consider: textual information, images, videos, musics and 3D models (Textures included). Then, 

we selected three operative systems for running the APP on the basis of their diffusion: iOS, Android  and 

Windows phone 8. iOS and Android cover more than the 90% if the market.  

In order to run, the APP will need the following specifics for the hardware: a smartphone dual core with a 4”+ 

screen. We already completed some tests with a LG nexus Quad-core da 4.6”. 

 

The selected development environment 

To satisfy the goals of the project, we selected a development environment that spread a lot in recent years, 

above all in the field of gaming: Unity 3D1 (http://www.unity3d.com)2. It is a tool of integrated multiplatform 

authoring for the creation of videogames 3D or other interactive contents, as architectonic visualization or 3D 

animations in real time. 

The languages used for the development of the code are C# and unityScript (a modified version of 

Javascript) that can be also run simultaneously. This allowed reusing existing codes found on the net for 

creating more complex projects by exclusively paying attention to the innovative parts of the project. 

 

______ 

 

1 Unity3D is developed by Unity Technologies 

2 Microsoft announced the acquisition of SyntaxTree (http://unityvs.com/), the French firm that develops UnityVS for Visual Studio. The 

plugin allows to use the game engine cross-platform Unity inside the development environment. This shows the notoriety of the engine. 
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The functioning 

The project has led to the creation of two applications: a WEB application and a MOBILE application that 

allow to visualize uploaded data in the WEB application. This APP is just a web portal that permits users that 

have access to the platform to open new projects, invite collaborators to the generated projects aiming at 

forming a real team of virtual development. 

Once the project is created and the team members added, each one will be able to upload a 3D model 

(object of their study) and define a set of elements, all visual, such as the indication of the North, the 

positioning of the points of interest (POI) related to the details of the archeological finds that users can reach 

by clicking on the position in the 3D model (visualized in the portal).  

The POI, once inserted, are represented by a marker (a sort of overturned pyramid, but also the marker 

shape is customizable). Users can associate media (texts, images, etc) to the markers.  

The app allows also to insert the Point of View (POV), indicated as the same way as the POIs in the model. 

These points are key positions from which the represented object can be better observed. So, when the final 

user touches a POV, the visual (camera) will be positioned exactly 1.7 mt over the POV (also this feature can 

be personalized by the team). 

When the POIs and the related information are uploaded, the team members will select the bottom “publish” 

to complete the creation of the APP, that will be immediately available for downloading for each three 

different operative systems (Android, iOS, Windows mobile 8). 

When the dispositive is installed, the generated APP will permit to visualize and navigate the 3D model in 

real time and the related information will be showed only by touching the POI. If the option that allows the 

APP to read the information via WEB is activated, the team will be able to modify further all POI or add new 

POI or cancel the wrong ones. The mobile APP will be updated in real-time. The model navigation will run by 

walking (GPS information will be implemented) or through a virtual joystick placed in the downwards right 

part of the touchscreen.  

 

The Development  

We chose to write the WEB Application  in php as language server, in HTML5/CSS3 (according to W3C3 

standards), javascript and  implementation of the calls AJAX4 for  the Client part. 

The general graphic has been designed using the technique of "responsive web design5": this technique 

allows the elements of the page (GUI) to adapt themselves to the size of the device for a better usability by 

the user, this makes the website optimal for any mobile device or desktop. 

______ 

 

3 The World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) is the main international standards organization for the World Wide Web (abbreviated WWW 

or W3). The consortium is made up of member organizations which maintain full-time staff for the purpose of working together in the 

development of standards for the World Wide Web.(http://www.w3.org/Consortium/) 

4 Ajax is a group of interrelated Web development techniques used on the client-side to create asynchronous Web applications. With 

Ajax, Web applications can send data to, and retrieve data from, a server asynchronously (in the background) without interfering with 

the display and behavior of the existing page. (Chris Ullman, Lucinda Dykes, Beginning Ajax, Wrox ed., ISBN: 978-0-470-10675-4) 
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The WEB Application allows the insertion of data through a form filled out by users (team members) in a 

database (mySQL6). The database becomes the main link to all the information related to the three-

dimensional models. Data are exchanged among the client and server via AJAX calls in order to keep 

constantly updated the project about changes that occur between the different clients. 

The development therefore can be divided into the following phases: database design for user management, 

teams, permissions, projects and all data and links to external files (the 3D model, images, videos, etc.) of 

each project. 

 

 
Fig. 7 – Diagram of data exchange between the web application and the DB and between the db and the application on the mobile 

 

The file formats that can be loaded into the system are as follows:  

• 3D models: OBJ, CollaDATA and FBX format 

• Texture (diffuse map, normal map): TGA, JPG @ 2048 px or 4096 px 

• Information Images: JPG 

• Database MySQL 

• Data and text connection and exchange: 

o XML (eXtensible Markup Language ) 

o Json (JavaScript Object Notation) 

The communication between the application and the server takes place through an exchange of XML or 

JSON data generated by the code or PHP (server side) or the AJAX code (client side). In the event that a 

team member clicks to enter a Point of Interest, the Web Application (Client side) generates an XML with the 

position x, y, and z of the POI that is sent to the server reads this information and stores it in database. 

                                                                                                                                                                                
5 The definition has be given by Marcotte, Ethan (May 25, 2010). "Responsive Web design", for the first time. A List Apart 

(http://alistapart.com/article/responsive-web-design). 

6 MySQL is (as of March 2014) the world's second most widely used open-source relational database management system (RDBMS). 

The SQL phrase stands for Structured Query Language.(http://www.oracle.com/uk/products/mysql/overview/index.html) 
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When a backup has been done, a saving  notice is sent to the client to inform it that the backup has been 

properly executed. Obviously, the operation is fast, but if the data are heavier, i.e. loading a huge file, the 

client would be blocked, but the user could at least work on the upload of other POI or other operations while 

the system charges files in the server. 

 

 
Fig. 8 – Schema of Point Of Interest and Points Of View in the model 

 

The performance and the optimization 

In the accomplished tests, we observed that the 3D model  can be defined by a higher number of polygons 

and maintain an optimal performance. In this particular case,  a model of about 200,000 polygons has been 

uploaded on a smartphone quad-core without any jerks or fluidity lack; the only problem we detected has 

been the time of uploading that has been really long.  

The optimization of the polygons must be done with a lot of accuracy and it has to guarantee that the number 

of polygons remains higher in the edge and in the outline of the model and lower in the planar part, where we 

can provide for the lack of detail in the polygon by the use of normal map (KRISHNAMURTHY, LEVOY 1996).  

 

Visual Application: ArKeyLab 

The App that allows the display of multiple types of data related to a three-dimensional model has been 

called ArKeyLab. Currently there are two versions, each with advantages and disadvantages. The first 

version receives the data and information via the web. In this case, the benefits will be the speed of loading 

of the initial application, the ability to always have the data displayed and updated to the latest version. 

The only disadvantage is the fact that the data are loaded gradually and the speed of loading depends on 

the speed of the connection. It is to be considered, however, that we foresee the development of some 

routine procedures for loading the background data that can decrease this disadvantage, even if it cannot be 

deleted. 

Regarding the second version of the app that contains the data in the application itself (it does not need to 

be connected to the network to view the information), the advantages are the possibility to use it in places 

that are not accessible from data connections and the real-time display of information. 
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At the same time it has a very slow initial load application, in addition the impossibility to update the central 

database. 

Regarding the photorealistic rendering of the object represented, there are no limits: it can  use the potential 

of Unity3D in real-time rendering with an important realism. In the case of very complex models that could 

generate some delays in the application,  the use of advanced techniques for texturing is expected as "bake 

texture" or "Render To Texture" capable of storing the information of color, shading and lighting in images. 

These techniques will be applied to the model to simulate the three-dimensional complexity of the scene. 

To summarize, among the features of ArKeyLab, we can say that the visualization of the archaeological site 

coincides with the real North. It allows the navigation of the virtual site through GPS. In the case of absence 

of GPS signal,  a virtual joystick has been provided designed on the touch screen that allows movements 

within the virtual scene. Finally, the version is able to reproduce the information related to points of interest in 

the model that can be videos, pictures, sounds and links. 

 

 
Fig. 9 – Information displayed after the touch on POI in the app on Android 
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Conclusions 

The work that we presented intends to be a first test of the opportunities that the mobile technology can offer 

in the field of the Cultural Heritage. In the next development phases,  the possibility is foreseen to link the 

real model that we studied with the digital information that we collected through the use of a camera of the 

smartphone/tablet. Some additional implementations will investigate different systems for the creation of POI 

categories that can allow users to select the category or the categories that they want to visualize, in addition 

to a management system for the color maps applied to the model for the visualization of a layer of 

information.  Also,  the possibility will be investigated to interact with the virtual model in order to find out 

geometrical information as measures and sections with levels that users can freely choose in real time.  
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